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Dominance

Imagine the land of Bugtopia as a grid of W × H squares. Bugtopia is inhabited by white
and black bugs. Each square is either inhabited by white bugs only (we call it “white square”
then) or by black bugs only (a “black square”) or not inhabited at all. White bugs are pretty
aggressive against black bugs, and vice versa. Each kind wants to dominate Bugtopia. For that
purpose, the bugs move along the grid; a move to a vertically or horizontally adjacent square is
counted as one step. Thus, the bugs of one square are able to attack other squares if they can
reach them with no more than a certain number of steps. This “range” depends on their square;
different squares provide different living conditions. We say that a square is dominated by the
white bugs if it can be attacked from more white squares than black squares. Similarly, a square
is dominated by the black bugs if it can be attacked from more black than white squares. Note
that a square is called neutral if it can be attacked from no square or from equally many white
and black squares.

This picture shows two white squares (marked with a white circle) with ranges 3 and 2, as well
as one black square (marked with a black circle) with range 2. The white bugs
dominate 30 squares, the black bugs dominate 9 squares. The three squares colored in light gray
can be attacked, but are neutral and therefore not dominated by any kind of bugs.

Given the size of the grid and the positions, colors, and ranges of the inhabited squares, output
the total number of squares dominated by each kind of bugs.

Input

The first line contains two integers, W and H, that determine the size of the grid (1 ≤W,H ≤
1 000 000 000). The next line contains a single integer N (0 ≤ N ≤ 3 000), the number of
inhabited squares.

The following N lines each describe an inhabited square. That is, line i+2 contains values ci, xi

(0 ≤ xi < W ), yi (0 ≤ yi < H), and ri (0 ≤ ri < 500 000 000), separated by single spaces: The
square’s color, its coordinates, and its range, respectively. The square’s color is either ‘W’ (a
white square) or ‘B’ (a black square). Note that the squares’ ranges will never reach beyond the
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borders of Bugtopia. The bottom-left square of the grid has coordinates (0, 0), and the top-right
square has coordinates (W − 1,H − 1).

In at least 30% of the test cases W,H ≤ 2 000.

Output

Output one line with two integers separated by a single space: the number of squares dominated
by the white bugs, followed by the number of squares dominated by the black bugs.

Example

This example corresponds to the picture above.

Example

Standard input Standard output
10 10
3
W 3 6 3
B 6 4 2
W 3 3 2

30 9


